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                                Abstract

    In optical heterodyne detection processes, the directional characteristic for'

illumination by spherical wavefronts was calculated. The derivation was based

on Corcoran's analysis for a one-dimensionai photosensitive surface.

    The directivity factor of a strip detector of width L, D2(P.,e, L) is given by

(C[T(z=:=L)]-C[T(z=O)]}2+(S[T(z==L)]-S[T(2=O)]}2. When the curvature is,

zero, D2(P.,O,L) is shown by sinc2(P.L!2), which is the well-known directivity

factor of plane waves. In exactly parallel and normal incidence beams the ratio

of power output obtained for spherical wavefronts to that for plane waves de-･

creases as the curvature of wavefronts increases. In normal incidence but with

non-parallel beams, the directional pattern is narrowed as the wavefronts become

progressively more curved. In the case where V2iellTL=O.2, 0i==O, e2=6e, and
                 oL=3mm at 6000 A, patterns of converging and diverging wavefronts are much.

the same with that of plane waves.

                             1. Introduction

    In optical heterodyne detection processes strict a}ignment tolerances necessary

to keep signal and local oscillator wavefronts in phase, over the detector surfacer
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have been pointed out by Strokei), Siegman, Harris, McMurtry2), Sakuraba, Chida3)

,and DeLange`) and directions for apparently relaxing these alignment tolerances

have been offered by Read, Fried and Turner5)'6), and the antenna properties of

･optical heterodyne receivers have also been pointed out by Siegman7). Corcoran8)

showed the directional characteristics of a one-dimensional strip detector in the

dcase of unfocused light beams, focusing light beams with a single aperture and

'focusing beams with multiple apertures. The directional characteristics of two-

･dimensional detectors have recently been given by Sakuraba and Tsubo9).

    These directional properties arise since the surface or detector volume is

generally large compared to the optical wave length. As a result, the phase
･difference between two light beams and thus the phase of the difference frequency

,signal, can vary widely over the complete area of coincidence. When the detector

is in the near-fie!d of a laser, or when a iens is used to direct the radiation on

'to it, the detector surface is illuminated by spherical light waves. One of con-

ditions for maximum beat signal is that the wavefronts must have the same
･curvature. In work done hitherto directional problems on spherical wavefronts

have been mentioned but no quantitative results have been given in detail.

    This paper deals with the directional characteristics for illumination by

,spherical wavefronts in optical heterodyne detection processes. The derivation

will be based on Corcoran's analysis for one-dimensional detectoys and information

･on output power and curvature of wavefronts will be added by extending his

,analys!s to illumination by spherical wavefronts.

                           2. GeneralSolution

    Analyses of the photodetection mechanism for incoherent and coherent radi-

ation showed that the current output of the detector is proportional to the square

･of the total electric field at each point on the detection surfaceiO)'i'). This was

,summed up over the entire area, and temporally averaged over a short period of

time (10riO seconds for photoelectric material)i2). Then the output current of the

detector process can be expressed as

         i(e = rr ;'jitm,,j.[V(7)(R t,)]2dAdt,

            =m}S.<VV*>dA+iS.<V2+V*2>dA, (1)

where V(")(P; t) is the real disturbance at point P and time t proportional to

a component of the electric fieldi3) and V(R O is the complex function associated

with V(")(R t). For simplicity an unessential constant factor has been dropped

,and in actual problems this constant might be a suitably averaged function of
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angle of incidence and polarization of the light. The brackets indicate the time

average over an interval T around t. When the field at the detector surface is

a superposition of monochromatic waves:

         V(P; t) =-ZE.(P)e-jtunt. (2)
                 oz
  the output current is

      i(`)=-ll7S.<¥,E't(P)'E7"(P)>dA+-ll-S.<,:l,ge,En(P)'Eh(P)e7j`te"-W'm't>dA

            +tj.<(lli,] E,t (?)e-jro'Lt)2 +(ii; E,', (?)el`:t)2>dA. (3)

The first term shows the cl-c current and the third term has optical frequency

terms. It is noted that optical frequency' terms are presumably completely sup-

pressed by the averaging process. Even if they were not, we have no practica}

means of coupling or measuring an optical-frequency-modulated electron current.

Then the output current becomes

         i(t) = ;i,llis,se, rm j(bl't-M"t"S.En (2)'E"*e (P) dA, (4)

where an average was taken over a perlod so that

         (1)n-(Dm<-<(o?t) (om (5)
                  T

and the average value of the current, the unessential constant factor and the

angular brackets were ignored. In particular when the field at P is due to the

,superposition of two waves,

         i(t)-e'`ca2-bl"tS.E,(P)･er(P)dA. (6)

It is conventiona! to relate the peak ac photocurrent ii to the power output

through a fictitious equivalent resistance R,, defined by the equation

         R)ut=±iiil2Req･ (7)
  The equivalent resistance depends on the circuit characteristics of the optical

devices and its output connectionsi4)N'8). From Eqs. (6) and (7) the expression for

the output can be written as

         Pout ==; ; Req S.Ei(P)'E2* (P>dA 2･ (8)

With a knowledge of the spatial variation of the electric field across the detection
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surface, the power output for the problems of interest can be calculated from

Eq.(8). "
                3. Signai Power Output for Illumination
                         by Spherical Wavefronts

    A schematic representation of the problem of detecting two spherical wave-

fronts is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the wavefronts are not too strongly

divergent or convergent on to the active length of the detector, and any 1/r

dependence of amplitudes is neglected by the above approximation. Thus the
field at the photosensitive surface is given by

        V(1['l t)=E,(?)e-jthit+E,(.?)emjw2t, (9)
where

        Ei(I))==AieTjkirt, E,(P)=A,eTjk2r6, (10)
and ki and k2 are propagation constants of the two light waves. The upper and

lower signs refer to converging and diverging wavefronts, respectively. Figure 1

refers to diverging wavefronts but the results are exactly analogous to converging

wavefronts, for which L! and L2 can be envisaged as to the right of the origin.

                                    POWER
                              y                                    OUTPUT

L, G'

L,

Q

A

lileq

e,
fi

'

                            e2o z Lz

             Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the detector showing illumination

                    by radially propagating waves in optical heterodyne
                   detection processes.

The quantity r,, represents the distance from the center of divergence L,, of the

component of the radiation to any arbitrary point on the detector. For con-

venience we take this as the origin 2== O, see Fig. 1. The distance from a point

P to a point L. is r,. e. is the angle of incidence of the ray through the
origin with respect to the outward normal from the photosurface. If the active

length of the detector, L, is small compared with r,,, then by the binominal

expanslon
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         ' ' 22                            , (n-1,2,) (11)        7A,,f= 7A,, T. X sln e. +
                        2rn

    The simplest exampie we can consider is a photosensitive surface which is

a strip of width L in the z-direction and uniform in the x-direction. Through

use of Eqs. (8) and (11) it follows that

        S,ZEi(Z)'Ei(2)cli=:S,LAiA,*e;'(ki'i-kz'2)eujPcxe¥s(S,l".l-tr,#:-.)z2de,

                    ' =SgLAIA6'eLiPcx'e22:'cl2,

                      :== S,L AIAE*em'`(z"':t/ )2 e"dE(S-/ )2 clz, (12)

               '
                                                              (13)        P. = k2 sin e2-fei sin ei,

        e= '(i- ,fe,i, )･ (i4)
and the constant phase term has been absorbed into A{A6'. In terms of the
Fresnel integrals

        C(ab-:jicos(St2)dt, S(x)-jisin(gt2)dt,

Eq. (12) becomes

        j,` Ei (Z)'E2" (2) de = A{AE* (nlift,rl )'i2 ejS( P2"s )2

          ×((C[T(z--L)]-C[T(z-O)]]l:j(S[T(2-L)]-S[T(x=O)])), (15)

where
                                                   '        lel(Z+ 2P", )2=5T2' (16)
The expression for the signal power output is therefore given by

       P(e, L) == -ll- Req(2f,DIA{AE*I2D2(Bc,s, L), (17)

  where

       D2 (P., e, L) -: (C [T (z - L)] - C [T (2 ::=: o)] ]2 + (S [T (z = L)] - s [T (z == o)] 12.

                                                              (18) ,
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D(P.,e,L) is the directivity factor. This refers to either diverging or converging

wavefronts through the value of E.

                    4. Characteristics of Power Output

    Now consider the power output in the case where lel=O. Equation (12)

becomes

                 S,L Ei(z)E2' (z)cl2 -= S,L A{A6"emjPezcl2

Therefore

        P(O,L)=ILReqL21AIAE'12D2(Pc)O,L), (19)
                  2

  where

        D2(P.,O,L)-sinc2(P.L12). (20)
P(O, L) is the well-known power output obtained for plane wave illurnination and

D(P.,O, L) is the directivity factor and the notation sinc x==(sin x)lx is used. It

is apparent that D(P.,O,L)lll/Vl2M for B.L;:$-il}-n. In a case in which ei=e2=e,

                                           9
and tu2=(vi+Ao, the required condition for negligible reduction is

        R22.25Lsin0
                                           '
where 2 is the wavelength of the difference frequency. This condition is well

satisfied in microwave frequency bands, since it would be very unusual to have

a detector whose dimension L approached a difference frequency wavelength. In

the second case where two beams are incident at nearly equal but non-normal

angles, 0i=e and e2=e+6e, the requirement for D(P.,O,L)ZllV'li becomes

        6e :S 2,12.25 L cos e

where 22 is the optical wavelength. Since the detector dimension is much larger

than the optical wavelength R2, this is a very stringent angle limitation.

    When l£l increases, D2(B.,e,L) tends to a limit of 1!2. Then the power
output becomes

        P(E,L)==tReq('2f,l)IA{AS'I2 (21)

This is then independent of length L. It is the power output at the beat frequ-

ency that would be obtained from convergent beams which are focused almost

to a spot on the detector.
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    Next consider the power output in the case where 0i=::02===O as the curvature

of wavefronts increases. In this case it follows that ･

        ,C,Ig((;i.9)IHI-Ilsil[T(z=O)]==O) l (,,)

Therefore, the ratio of P(e,L) to .P(O, L) becomes

         pP((81LLI m- .,(.i=L) (C2[T(2=L)]+s2 [T(x-L)]). (23)

                                                                    '                 l.O

               9 &- o, e, -& -o
               9
               a
               ×               A               "
               ¢               w               Q

                 %.1 1.0 2.0 3,O
                                   na/ L
            Fig. 2. Reduction in power output as the curvature of wavefronts
                   increases. This is normalized to the power output obtained

                   for plane wave illumination, It was assumed that P. == O
                   and ei = e2 = O,

A plot of Eq. (23) as a function of T2(z==L) is shown in Fig. 2. This case is

that in which 0i=02=O, namely P.=:O. This means exactly parallel and normal

incidence beams. Figure 2 shows the reduction factor in normalized power output

as the curvature of wavefronts increases. It is apparent that the required con-

dition for negligible reduction in detection can be calculated by lelL2$O.87n. For

example if two light sources transmit at 6000 A and impinge at angles ei=02=:O

on a detector surface whose effective mixing length L is 3mm, lt follows that

         111ri-11r21=<58

    When ei==O, e2=60,L=3mm and the wavefronts are convergent at 6000 A,

plots of normalized directivity factor with pmL 1 L as the parameter are presented

in Fig. 3. This result shows that the directivity increases when the wavefronts

become progressively more curved. In the case where pml ll L=O.2, 0i==O,
                       oe2=:50,L=3mm at 6000 A, the normalized directivity factors for converging and
diverging wavefronts are given in Fig. 4. The normalized directivity factor of

plane waves, namely IEI=O, is also shown in Fig. 4. As seen from this figure,

the theoretically expected curves of spherical wavefronts are almost the same with
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-5

                                5. Conclusions

    In optical heterodyne detection processes, the directional characteristics

illumination of spherical wavefronts was calcuiated. The derivation was based

Corcoran's analysis for a one-dimensional photosensitive surface.

for

on
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    The general characteristic of directivity factors could be summarized as follows:

1) The directivity factor of a strip detector of width L, D2(P.,e, L) is given by

{C[T(2==L)]-C[T(z=O)]]2+(S[T(2=L)]-S[T(2=O)]]2. This refers to either di-

verging or converging wavefronts through the value of e.

2) In the case where IEI==O, the directivity factor, D2(P.,O,L) is shown by

sinc2(P.L!2). This is the well-known directivity factor for plane waves.

3) When le] increases, the directivity factor D2(P.,e,L) tends to a limit of 1!2.

This would be obtained from convergent beams which are focused almost to a
spot on the photosensitive surface.

4) In the case of exactly paral!el and normal incidence beams, the normalized

power output decreases as the curvature of wavefronts increases. The required

condition for negligible reduction ln power output can be calcu}ated by IelL2:SO.87 T.

5) The directional pattern is narrowed as the wavefronts become progressively

more curved. In the case in which 2feYffL=O.2, 0i=O, 02==tie and L==3mm
        eat 6000 A, the directional pattern of converging wavefronts is about the same as

that of diverging wavefronts. Their patterns are also much the same as that of

plane waves.
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